
Welcome to Thursday!

• Theory U

• Partnering

• Creating connections 
and building networks

• Co-production

• Deep listening





The journey of the U

From:

• Ego

• self

• work

To:

• Eco

• Self

• Work



“The success of an intervention depends on the interior condition 
of the intervenor.” Bill O’Brien, cited by Otto Scharmer











3D System Sculpting

one tool for prototyping



Purpose

To create an externalised view of current reality and gain 
insight from multiple perspectives into some of the 
systemic underlying issues and shaping factors.

A model that helps us understand what’s really going on.

LISTENING DEEPLY

SENSING WHAT IS EMERGING



Sensing the emerging future …. the ‘yet to be known’



Four perspectives

• EAST – feeling 

• SOUTH – truth & action

• WEST – insight

• NORTH – vision & purpose



The Community Nursing Observatory



East - Feeling

Love: the possibility this brings.

Fear: that my love/passion might make it hard to share ownership.



South – truth and action

Looks really different from this angle.

I see a real lack of capacity for action.



West - insight

What is dying – old ways of committee led work, task and finish groups

What is emerging – new ways of co-production 



North – vision and purpose

This is an opportunity to work differently with others; to go 
deeper with stakeholders and create a shared purpose.



Second sculpture – the changed model

The re-imagined Community Nursing Observatory;

stakeholders connected and equal in voice and partnership to co-create 
whatever is emerging (the Question mark in the centre)







Its all about U

Transcending the U

Sculpting for new beginnings

Deepening knowing

Leaping to nowhere

Digging deep embodiment

The yet to be known

Ego to Eco

Multiple self transforming

Changed meaning of work

Who am I and why

Languishing to flourishing

Being authentic

Bringing change and growth

Interiority lived

Co-creating us

Taking the big steps

With mind and heart wide open

Inner knowing emerging

Present and absent

Silent knowing in breathing

Evolved creations

Attentive bodies

Giving voice to the voiceless

Listening through seeing

Deep in heart of U
Letting go and letting come
Authentic knowing

North south east and west
Chakras of multiple selves
Seeing with fresh eyes

Reaching in to self
Transformed possibilities
Journeying through U

Haiku by Brendan McCormack 
in response to Clare’s 
workshop on Theory U


